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CubitalTunnel Syndrome
Cubital tunnel syndromeisthe mostcommon causeof compressionof the ulnar nerve.
Thenerve is vulnerable asit runsaroundthe backof the elbow, onthe inside. Thissite
isknownasthe ʻfunnyboneʼbecausethe armboneiscalled the humerus(ʻhumerousʼ).
When knocked,tinglingand pain shootsalongthe ulnar nerve.
In cubital tunnel syndrome, the ulnar nerve is trapped or irritated at this site.
Sometimes the nerve subluxes (slips backand forth over the bony prominence onthe
inside of the elbow), but usually it is just squeezedor stretched in the fibrous tunnel
throughwhich it runs.
The ulnar nerve supplies sensation
to the little finger, and usually to
half of the ring finger, as well as
supplyingmost of the small muscles
in the hand, which control fine
finger movements.In cubital tunnel
syndrome, patients suffer pins and
needles or numbness along the little
finger and that side of the arm, The
ring finger is usually also affected,
but the other fingers are spared. In
severe cases the small muscles are
weak, and this makes the hand
clumsy. Muscle wasting may be
visible in somecases.
There doesnʼt seem to be a particular cause for cubital tunnel syndrome, although it
ismorecommon in peoplewho are overweight. Many people have symptoms at night
or on waking, usually due to sleepingwith the elbow flexed.
Diagnosisis usually confirmed usinga nerve conduction study, which is a simple test
performed by a colleaguein the department of neurophysiology.

Treatment
In some cases, treatment is aimed at avoiding the manoeuvres that cause a problem,
for example using a hands-freekit rather than holding a phone to your ear. A night
splint can be useful in for somepatients. Steroid injections are not usually performed
for cubital tunnel syndromedue to riskof injuringthe nerve.
Surgicalrelease of the nerve isa good treatment for casesthat have not respondedto
the above treatments, and there are a variety of waysof doing this. Evidence suggests
that there is no benefit to a complexprocedure, so I decompressthe nerve as simply
and safely as possible. For patients who have a subluxing nerve, that slips back and
forth at the elbow either before surgeryor onthe operatingtable after the nerve has
been decompressed, the nerve will need to be transposed to lie at the front of the
elbow.

Outcomes
Theresult of treatment of cubital tunnel depend to a largedegreeonthe severity and
duration of the problem. Mild casescan expecta full resolution, whilst patients with
muscle wasting and weakness are unlikely to ever recover fully, because the nerve
fibres have to regenerate all the way from the elbow to the hand, andthe musclesin
the hand have usuallydegenerated irreversibly by the time this happens.
Surgery isusefuleven insuchcasesasit canprevent further deterioration. Unpleasant
sensations, pain andtinglingare usually cured by surgery, whilst numbness can take a
long time to recover, again due to the distance over which the nerve fibres have to
regenerate.
Thetreatment optionsandlikely outcome will be discussed fully at your consultation.
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